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Abstract: This research paper addresses the challenge of providing effective feedback on spontaneous 1

speech produced by second language (L2) English learners. As the position of pauses and lexical 2

stress is often considered a determinative factor for easy comprehension by listeners, an automated 3

pipeline is introduced to analyze the occurrences of pauses in speech, the placement of lexical stress 4

in polysyllabic plain words, and the degree of prosodic contrast between stressed and unstressed 5

syllables, on the basis of F0, intensity, and duration measures. The pipeline is applied to 11 hours of 6

spontaneous speech from 176 French students at B1 and B2 proficiency levels. It appeared that B2 7

students make fewer pauses within phrases but more pauses between clauses than B1 speakers, with 8

a large diversity among speakers for intra-phrasal pauses at both proficiency levels. Overall, lexical 9

stress is correctly placed in only 35.4% of instances, with B2 students achieving a significantly higher 10

score (36%) than B1 students (29.6%). However, a great variation among speakers is observed, ranging 11

from 0% to 68%. Stress typically falls on the last syllable regardless of prosodic expectations, and 12

stress placement is significantly influenced by duration. Only proficient speakers show substantial F0 13

and intensity contrasts. 14

Keywords: Rhythm, Spontaneous speech, Pause positions, Lexical stress, Syllable prominence, 15

Comprehensibility, Computer assisted language learning (CAPT) 16

1. Introduction 17

Effective communication in a foreign language requires the ability to speak and be eas- 18

ily understood in real-life situations. However, students often have limited opportunities 19

for speaking practice and feedback within the classroom, primarily due to time constraints 20

and insufficient teacher training (Derwing and Munro 2015). Integrating automated tools 21

to assist language learners can address this challenge by providing enhanced practice and 22

feedback, reducing reliance solely on teachers as the reference both inside and outside 23

the classroom. While numerous tools exist for practicing pronunciation, especially for 24

English learners, most of them focus on segmental evaluation of read speech, using prede- 25

termined texts and limited scope (Coulange 2023). Several high-stake language assessment 26

companies have developed tools for scoring spontaneous speech pronunciation, such as 27

SpeechRater and Pearson Versant Speaking Test, which excel at predicting proficiency 28

levels. However, these tools are not designed to offer feedback and only provide abstract 29

information that is challenging to convert into pedagogical feedback, as they primarily 30

depend on surface speech features like articulation rate, length of utterance, or pause 31

frequency (Evanini and Zechner 2019). In a training context, learners require insights into 32

their specific pronunciation phenomena that make their speech more difficult to under- 33

stand, i.e., phenomena that hinder their comprehensibility, to help them prioritize areas for 34

improvement. 35
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Assessing comprehensibility requires involving listeners and is challenging to achieve 36

outside real communication situations, as the effort required by the listener to understand 37

depends on their familiarity with the speaker’s pronunciation, selective attention, motiva- 38

tion to listen, and the communication situation(Lickley 2015; Munro and Derwing 2015). 39

Nevertheless, certain speech phenomena are often identified as causes of poor speech com- 40

prehension by listeners and can be automatically measured. This offers learners valuable 41

assistance in enhancing their comprehensibility in various situations. 42

Among these phenomena, speech rhythm plays a major role in structuring speech and 43

helping the listeners in processing it. Speech rhythm is often characterized by perceiving 44

successive patterns of weak and strong elements (Gibbon and Gut 2001), but its definition 45

can be broadened to encompass the succession of pauses that punctuate the speech flow. 46

In English, hesitation marker positions, as well as lexical stress placement and the degree 47

of contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables, have often been highlighted as key 48

features impacting comprehensibility (Adams 1979; Cutler 2015; Field 2005; Isaacs et al. 49

2018; Tortel 2021). 50

This paper presents initial findings from an ongoing PhD research endeavor that 51

aims to quantify the contribution of pause positions and syllable acoustical prominence 52

to the comprehensibility of second language (L2) speech. The authors have developed an 53

automated pipeline to transcribe and identify pause positions and syllable prominence 54

in non-native spontaneous speech. This pipeline was applied to 176 French learners of 55

English at CEFR B1 and B2 proficiency levels, with B2 proficiency being widely recognized 56

as a threshold for achieving a certain level of fluency. The next step of this research will 57

involve presenting selected recordings of prototypical speakers to native listeners for a 58

dynamic rating task to explore the relationship between perceived effort to understand and 59

pause and stress patterns. 60

Pause position analysis included conducting a constituency analysis on the transcribed 61

text. Pause positions were categorized into inter-clause, inter-phrase, or intra-phrase classes, 62

and learners’ tendencies to pause in specific lexical contexts were further investigated. 63

Speaker profiles were established by co-clustering speakers on the basis of their pause 64

patterns in the most frequent syntactic contexts. The analysis of lexical stress involved 65

examining fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and duration measures for each syllable 66

of polysyllabic plain words in the corpus. Both the prominent syllable position and the 67

degree of acoustic contrast between stressed and adjacent syllables were explored. 68

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 aims to provide a definition 69

of pauses and lexical stress, elucidate their significance as fundamental components of 70

speech, and explore how language learners may inadvertently misuse them. Details about 71

the corpus will be given in Section 3. Section 4 outlines the methodology relative to the 72

pause position analysis and stress analysis. The results of the pause position analysis and 73

lexical analysis will be presented in Section 5. Section 6 will be dedicated to the discussion 74

of these results and the limitations of the current pipeline. 75

2. Related work 76

Pauses are commonly described as interruptions of phonation (Grosman et al. 2018). 77

The duration at which such an interruption is considered a pause varies significantly across 78

studies, typically ranging from 100 to 400 milliseconds (Tavakoli 2010; Trouvain 2004). 79

Pauses can also be filled by phoneme lengthening or filler words like "uh." Furthermore, 80

pauses can be categorized on the basis of their functions, such as respiratory, hesitation, 81

grammatical, or stylistic (Grosman et al. 2018). Two major types of pauses are identified: 82

structuring and non-structuring pauses (Candea 2000). Structuring pauses aid in segment- 83

ing and structuring discourse, while non-structuring pauses are typically preceded by 84

hesitation and serve the purpose of self-correction or finding the appropriate following 85

word. These pauses can add to the listener’s cognitive load. 86

The relationship between pause position and syntax has been studied for several 87

decades and seems to be significant. Tauberer (2008) uses part-of-speech (POS) information 88
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and syntactic structures to predict intra-utterance pauses in spontaneous English speech of 89

native speakers from the Switchboard corpus. He concluded that combining both types of 90

information yielded better predictions compared with using solely word-level information. 91

Most pauses tended to appear near conjunctions, fillers, or before pronouns, and subjects. 92

In contrast, pauses were unlikely to occur after subjects, between verbs and the particle "to," 93

between verbs and prepositional phrases, or between prepositions and noun phrases. Cao 94

and Chen (2019) analyzed the speech of "successful speakers," including both native and 95

non-native English speakers delivering political speeches or short TED talk-style speeches. 96

They found that, apart from emphasizing particular words, pauses primarily occurred 97

between clauses, often around subordinate conjunctions such as "which," "that," and "when" 98

with no discernible difference between native and non-native speakers. 99

Pauses therefore play an important role in structuring speech flow. In addition to 100

their duration and frequency, analyzing the positions of pauses within an utterance is 101

important to determine whether their distribution reflects a higher level of proficiency in 102

the L2 language. 103

In addition to pauses, word stress also plays an important role in speech segmentation. 104

Lexical stress characterizes languages, like English, German, or Spanish, where the stress 105

position within words may differ, unlike fixed stress languages like Finnish, Polish, or 106

French, where it consistently falls on the first, penultimate, or last syllable, respectively 107

(Cutler and Jesse 2021). 108

In English, lexical stress manifests as modifications in both prosodic and segmental 109

aspects of the vowel. Stressed syllables are typically longer, louder, higher in pitch, and 110

feature greater F0 movement, featuring full vowel quality, compared with unstressed 111

syllables (Cutler 2015). Furthermore, the stress on a syllable affects the surrounding 112

unstressed syllables, leading to shortened, centralized, and relaxed vowels (Tortel 2021). 113

The primary role of lexical stress is word segmentation and lexical disambiguation. 114

Content words generally bear stress, whereas function words are typically reduced (Tortel 115

2021). Lexical stress also plays a crucial role in derivational morphology, as it frequently 116

changes with word category ("PERson" vs. "perSONify") and helps distinguish words 117

within the same category ("PHOtograph" vs. "phoTOgrapher"). Nouns and adjectives tend 118

to carry stress on the first syllable, while verbs tend to be stressed on the second syllable. 119

In second language contexts, speakers are often influenced by the prosodic rules of 120

their native language. For example, French exhibits a fixed stress on final syllables and con- 121

sistent vowel quality in plain vowels. Consequently, French speakers of English frequently 122

transfer stress to the word endings and avoid reducing unstressed syllables (Tortel and 123

Hirst 2010). Additionally, because stress in French does not serve a disambiguation role 124

as it does in English, French learners of English are often unaware of stress patterns and 125

may find it challenging to recognize their own final lengthening and word stress in general. 126

(Dupoux et al. 1997) coined the term "stress deafness" to describe this limited ability to 127

perceive and be conscious of stress, noting that speakers from languages with fixed stress 128

encounter more difficulties compared with those from lexical stress languages. Moreover, 129

intentionally modifying the rhythm and intonation can be psychologically demanding, 130

given their deep-rooted nature from childhood and close association with one’s personality 131

and culture (Calbris and Montredon 1975). Consequently, misplaced word stress and 132

non-reduced unstressed syllables can significantly impede word recognition for listeners 133

(Cutler 2015). (Tortel 2021) emphasizes that French learners of English should prioritize 134

improving their lexical stress position, contrast between stressed and reduced syllables, 135

avoiding lengthening of unstressed final syllables, and reducing function words. 136

Numerous studies have investigated automated lexical stress classification since the 137

early 2000s. Most systems utilize F0, intensity, and duration measures along with various 138

machine learning algorithms to predict the stress patterns of words (Chen and Wang 139

2010; Chen and Jang 2012; Deshmukh and Verma 2009; Johnson and Kang 2015; Li et al. 140

2018; Tepperman and Narayanan 2005). A number of systems also incorporate segmental 141
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information, like cepstral coefficients (Ferrer et al. 2015; Li et al. 2007). However, these 142

tools require substantial training with annotated data and necessitate large input vectors of 143

values for each syllable, rendering their outcomes challenging to interpret. Additionally, 144

none of these systems measure the degree of contrast between stressed and unstressed 145

syllables. 146

3. Data 147

Our dataset comprises the L2 English speech of 176 French learners, recorded during 148

the oral interaction speaking task of the CLES1, a national, government-certified test of 149

language proficiency in France. This task involved a 10-minute role play where two or 150

three candidates engaged in an argumentative discussion on a controversial topic, such as 151

e-cigarettes, security cameras, or the use of technology in the classroom. Each participant 152

underwent evaluation by two experts, who assessed them across various dimensions and 153

assigned a final speaking proficiency level of either B1 or B2, in accordance with the CEFR 154

(Council of Europe 2020). The speaking proficiency distribution among the students was 155

66% (117 speakers) at level B2 and 34% (59 speakers) at level B1. The gender distribution 156

was evenly divided, with 53% female and 47% male participants. All 176 students indicated 157

French as one of their native languages. 158

4. Methodology 159

The automated processing pipeline2 involved several steps: neural speaker diarization 160

using Pyannote (Bredin and Laurent 2021), speech recognition and force alignment using 161

WhisperX (Bain et al. 2023), morphosyntactic analysis using SpaCy (Honnibal et al. 2020), 162

and constituency analysis using the Berkeley Neural Parser (Kitaev et al. 2019). The record- 163

ings were segmented into mono-speaker continuous speech segments using Pyannote’s 164

voice activity detection, with a threshold set at 1 second. Segments lasting 8 seconds or less 165

were excluded to eliminate short utterances. This led to a corpus of 11 hours of continuous 166

speech. The average duration of speech per speaker was 3’44" (min 0’32", max 6’51", SD 167

1’20"). The transcribed text was annotated with POS tags and aligned to the corresponding 168

audio signal, with an empty interval tagged as "<p:>" separating the left and right words. 169

4.1. Methodology relative to the pause position analysis 170

The pause position analysis involved investigating the locations of pauses within the 171

constituents of each utterance, as well as before and after specific word categories. We 172

extracted all <p:> segments from the corpus, along with the largest ending and starting 173

constituents (if present) identified through constituency analysis, as well as left and right 174

POS tags. Pauses were defined as <p:> segments lasting 180 milliseconds or more. <p:> 175

segments could either be silent or contain phoneme lengthening, hesitation, laughter, etc., 176

which explains why some segments exceeded 1 second in duration. <p:> segments longer 177

than 2 seconds, often resulting from inaccurate word alignment, were excluded. 178

Our approach involves conducting a comparative analysis of pause distribution within 179

the syntactic structure of each utterance for both B1 and B2 proficiency groups. Additionally, 180

we examine pausing patterns in the most frequent lexical contexts. We posit that B1 students 181

are more likely to exhibit pauses in unexpected contexts, specifically within phrases, as 182

opposed to at clause junctures where pauses are typically anticipated. In terms of lexical 183

patterns, we anticipate a higher number of pause occurrences between word categories that 184

typically do not expect pauses, such as between prepositions and determiners, determiners 185

and nouns, or pronouns and verbs. Conversely, we expect fewer pauses before or after 186

conjunctions. 187

1 See https://www.certification-cles.fr/english/.
2 The complete processing pipeline is open-source and freely available here:

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/lidilem/plspp.

https://www.certification-cles.fr/english/
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/lidilem/plspp
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4.2. Methodology relative to the stress analysis 188

The analysis of lexical stress involved comparing word-level prosodic shapes with 189

their expected shapes from the dictionary and quantifying the contrast between stressed 190

and unstressed syllables. Each syllable was represented by three speaker-normalized 191

measures: F0 and intensity at the syllable nucleus position, and syllable duration estimated 192

from the midpoints of neighboring syllable nuclei and/or word boundaries. Syllable nuclei 193

were extracted using the Praat script presented in de Jong et al. (2021), which detects 194

syllable nuclei on the basis of intensity peaks. A bandpass filter at 300–3300Hz was applied 195

beforehand to minimize the effect of non-voice-related events. For each transcribed word, 196

the expected number of syllables was extracted from the CMU pronouncing dictionary3
197

and compared with the number of syllables detected within the word boundaries. Only 198

words with the correct number of syllables were included in the analysis. When a given 199

word had multiple possible syllable counts, such as "camera" or "chocolate," the word was 200

considered if syllable count corresponded to one of the dictionary options. This method 201

enables to filter words with poor alignment precision, or syllable detection. With the current 202

settings, only 41% of the polysyllabic plain words are included in the analysis (refer to 203

the Discussion section for possible improvements). To compute the speaker-normalized 204

value for each prosodic feature, the absolute F0, intensity, and duration values for each 205

speaker were ranked within the dataset. Absolute prosodic values were replaced by their 206

corresponding speaker percentile value, thus providing a relative measure of prominence 207

within the context of the speaker’s own performance. In each dimension, the ’observed 208

stress syllable’ corresponds to the highest centile value, while other values were categorized 209

as ’unstressed syllables’. 210

Acoustic stress was inferred to be the most prominent syllable within the word for 211

each dimension, and these three dimensions were merged with equal weight to obtain a 212

single global representation. Stress position was analyzed through a binary representation 213

of syllables, with "O" representing the stressed syllable and "o" representing the other 214

syllables in the word. For example, the prosodic shape of "student" was expected to be 215

"Oo," with the stress on the first syllable while the last one is reduced; "potential" was 216

expected to be shaped as "oOo," with the stress on the middle syllable. Notably, we did not 217

differentiate between secondary stress, unstressed, and reduced syllables, focusing on the 218

position of the most prominent syllable. 219

In Figure 1, an example output is presented with POS tags and text on tiers 1 and 2, 220

syllable nuclei on tier 3, expected prosodic shape from the CMU dictionary on tier 4, and 221

the observed global prosodic shape on tier 5, which is a merge of F0, intensity, and duration 222

values from tier 6. Note that only a binary stress representation is shown here, but there is 223

a centile value behind each "o/O" symbol. In this example, only two syllables are detected 224

within the boundaries of the word "exactly," which expects three syllables according to 225

the CMU dictionary; thus, this word is excluded from the analysis. The last syllable in 226

both target words "cosmetic" and "products" appears to be prominent, although stress is 227

expected on the second and first syllable respectively. 228

We anticipate that lexical stress will predominantly occur on the last syllable, regardless 229

of the expected prosodic shape of words. This stress is likely to be primarily influenced 230

by lengthening, with minimal impact from F0 and intensity. Additionally, we expect B2 231

proficiency speakers to demonstrate more accurate stress positions and a greater acoustic 232

contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables compared with B1 speakers. 233

5. Results 234

5.1. Pause position analysis 235

This section analyzes the 72,594 <p:> segments in the corpus. Among them, 21,942 236

have durations ranging from 180 milliseconds to 2 seconds, qualifying them as pauses. 237

After briefly comparing the frequency and mean duration of pauses among B1 and B2 238

3 This dictionary is available at http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict.

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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Figure 1. Example of output from our pipeline showing POS tags (1), transcribed text (2), syllable nuclei (3),
expected prosodic shape (4), observed prosodic shape (5) merged from F0, intensity and duration shapes (6)

proficiency groups, we will explore their distribution within the syntactic tree and word 239

categories. 240

The duration of speech per speaker is similar for both the B1 and B2 student groups, 241

as indicated by the non-parametric rank test (Wilcoxon Mann Whitney) that reveals no 242

significant difference. However, the speech rate of B2 students is faster (median at 110 243

tokens/minute) compared with B1 students (97 tokens/minute), with a significant dif- 244

ference at p < .0001. Additionally, B2 students exhibit more pauses (median at 34.3 245

pauses/minute/speaker) compared with B1 students (30.7), with a significant difference at 246

p < .01. However, the mean duration of their pauses is shorter (592 ms) compared with B1 247

students (615 ms) at a significance level of p < .01. The ratio between the total pause dura- 248

tion and the speech duration for each speaker is similar between the two groups (median 249

at 33% for both, with no significant difference). In summary, B2 students produce more 250

frequent yet shorter pauses compared with B1 students, maintaining the same proportion 251

of silence. 252

Figure 2. Absolute number of inter-clause (left) and intra-phrase (right) pauses per speaker.

To further analyze the structural aspects, the number of pauses between clauses and 253

within phrases was examined. Unexpectedly, B2 students make on average more pauses 254

between clauses (47 pauses) compared with B1 students (42), demonstrating a significant 255

difference at p < .05. Nonetheless, they display the same quantity of pauses within phrases 256

(14 and 15 pauses, respectively). Figure 2 shows that at an equal number of tokens, students 257

can have a significantly varied number of intra-phrase pauses (such as 10 or 36 pauses at 258

500 tokens for two B2 students). However, the variation for inter-clause pauses is much 259

narrower. 260

When comparing the proportion of pauses to mitigate the effect of speech quantity, 261

the difference between B1 and B2 disappeared for clause boundaries (with a median of 262
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Figure 3. Proportion of inter-clause and intra-
phrase boundaries with a pause per speaker.

Figure 4. Proportion of POS pairs containing a
pause for B1 (yellow) and B2 (black) speakers.

10.9% for B1 and 10.6% for B2, exhibiting no significant difference), but is significant for 263

pauses within phrases (4.2% for B1 and 3.4% for B2 at p < .005). Figure 3 shows that there 264

is no observable correlation between the proportion of pauses between clauses and within 265

phrases for both groups. 266

Furthermore, the pausing patterns at the lexical level between B1 and B2 were analyzed. 267

We now focus on the immediate syntactic context of pauses within the top 15 most frequent 268

consecutive POS pairs noted in the corpus. The proportion of occurrences with a pause 269

was calculated for each pair within both the B1 and B2 subcorpora. This analysis enabled a 270

comparison of pausing tendencies between B1 and B2 students within each context. Despite 271

a subtle difference, the results show that B2 students generally make fewer pauses than 272

B1 students within these 15 contexts, with the largest gaps observed between nouns and 273

pronouns (-4 points), nouns and coordination conjunctions (-3.5 points), and subordinate 274

conjunctions (SCONJ) and pronouns (-3.4 points). Notably, these contexts are likely to be 275

clause boundaries, which contradicts the hypothesis that B2 students make more pauses 276

between clauses to enhance speech structure. However, B2 students noticeably make more 277

pauses than B1 students in two contexts: between nouns and prepositions (ADP, +4.2 278

points) and between verbs and determinants (DET, +2.7 points), which likely indicate 279

phrase boundaries. 280

Figure 5. Clustering output of pausing patterns in top 15 POS contexts, speakers in columns, POS
pairs in rows, with the mean value of each block. Darker areas mean fewer pauses.

The unsupervised co-clustering method (Singh Bhatia et al. 2017) was applied to 281

students and their pausing patterns within the 15 analyzed contexts. As a result, three 282

distinct student clusters were identified, as depicted in Figure 5. These clusters exhibit 283

two predominant profiles that are primarily differentiated by the overall frequency of 284

pauses (clusters 1 and 2). Additionally, there is an additional cluster (cluster 0, on the 285

left) consisting of students with extreme values, likely due to insufficient observations in 286

certain contexts, leading to a less structured grouping. Cluster 2 demonstrated a higher 287

frequency of pauses across all 15 contexts, and encompassed 53% of B2 students and 42% 288
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of B1 students. In contrast, cluster 1 included 28% of B2 students and 29% of B1 students, 289

and cluster 0 consisted of 19% of B2 students and 29% of B1 students. 290

The disparity in pause frequency between clusters 1 and 2 within each context was 291

significantly larger than the differences observed between the B1 and B2 proficiency levels. 292

However, while cluster 2 has almost half the number of students compared with cluster 293

1, the distributions of pause frequencies per context showed wider ranges of values (cf. 294

Figure 6). 295

Figure 6. Distributions for each block of the clustering shown in Figure 4. In columns from left to
right: student clusters 0, 1, and 2.

When plotting the proportions of inter-clausal and intra-phrasal pauses for each 296

speaker from clusters 1 and 2 (cf. Figure 7), it is evident that there is no significant 297

correlation between both types of pauses among students from cluster 1. However, there is 298

one among those of cluster 2, in which students who make more inter-clausal pauses tend 299

to make fewer intra-phrasal ones (R = −.3, p < .05). 300
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Figure 7. Proportion of inter-clause and intra-phrase pauses per speaker from clusters 1 (red) and 2
(blue), correlation for cluster 1 is not significant, that for cluster 2 is R = −.3 p < .05.

5.2. Lexical stress analysis 301

This section investigates the position and quality of the prominent syllables among the 302

6,350 polysyllabic plain target words in the corpus. Among these words, nouns constitute 303

57%, verbs 18%, adverbs 13%, and adjectives 12%. The majority of these words consist of 304

two syllables (74%), while 20% are composed of three syllables, 5% of four syllables, and 305

1% of five syllables. B2 proficiency learners, due to their higher speech rate, demonstrate a 306

significantly higher number of target words compared with B1 learners (median at 47 words 307

at the B2 level and 32 at the B1 level, with a significant difference at p<.001). However, the 308
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difference in the proportion of target words given the number of plain tokens per speaker 309

is not statistically significant (25% for B2 and 24% for B1). As a result, the word recognition 310

rate does not vary significantly between the two groups. 311

The initial inquiry explored the proportion of words pronounced with the expected 312

stress position, revealing that only 35.4% of the corpus exhibited an alignment between ex- 313

pected and observed word shapes. When examining this rate for each speaker individually, 314

it ranged from 0% to 68.4% with a median value of 33.3%. 315

The second investigation aimed to determine whether B2 learners achieve a higher 316

stress position score compared with B1 learners. While both groups’ distribution are widely 317

dispersed and significantly overlap, on average, B2 learners significantly outperform B1 318

group, with expected stress position rates of 36% compared with 29.6%, and a significant 319

difference at p<.0001. Figure 8 shows a projection of each speaker on the basis of their stress 320

position score and number of target words. Only two B1 speakers surpassed 50%, while 26 321

B2 speakers (representing 22% of the B2 group) achieved this level. 322

Figure 8. Proportion of target words with expected stress position per speaker.

The percentage of words with incorrect stress position increases proportionally with 323

the number of syllables: 62% for 2-syllable words, 70% for 3-syllable words, 79% for 4- 324

syllable words, and 81% for 5-syllable words. In Figure 9, the production of each expected 325

word shape by all speakers can be observed. Notably, 85% of 2-syllable words are expected 326

to have stress on the first syllable; however, only 31% of these occurrences carry stress on 327

the first syllable, while 69% receive stress on the last syllable. Conversely, the majority of 328

expected oO-shape words (79%) are correctly stressed. A similar pattern emerges for 3- and 329

4-syllable words, where most words are effectively stressed on the last syllable, despite this 330

being relatively rare in English, as stress is predominantly expected on the second or first 331

syllable. 332

Comparing the production of each expected shape by B1 and B2 speakers did not 333

reveal significant differences between the two groups. Along with the proficiency level, 334

correct stress position increases by 12 points for expected oOo-shape, 7 points for expected 335

Oo-shape, and 6 points for expected Ooo-shape words. Interestingly, there is a slight 5-point 336

decrease in correct stress position for expected oO-shape words, which could be attributed 337

to over-correction. 338

The analysis of correctly stressed words within each POS category indicates a 12-point 339

improvement for verbs from B1 to B2 proficiency. However, the improvement is less 340

noticeable for other categories (7 points for nouns, 1 point for adverbs, and -3 points for 341

adjectives, refer to Figure 10). 342

Note that 14 out of the 20 most frequent words with correct stress position also appear 343

among the top 20 most frequently mispronounced words. Frequent words, in most cases, 344

continue to be incorrectly stressed. 345
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Figure 9. For each expected shape in columns, the number of words for each observed shape in
shown.

Figure 10. Proportion of target words with correct and incorrect stress position by POS and by
proficiency level.

Figure 11 shows the average contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables in 346

words produced by two B2 proficiency level speakers. Speaker A correctly stressed 65% of 347

her words, while speaker B achieved only 16% accuracy in stress placement. The number 348

inside each circle refers to the speaker-normalized centile value of prominence (the higher, 349

the most prominent). For speaker A, the expected stressed syllables were on average 30 350

points higher in F0 compared with the adjacent syllables, along with a 17-point higher 351

amplitude, while the duration remained almost unchanged (-4 points). This resulted in a 352

mean acoustic contrast of a 14-point increase for the expected stressed syllable. In contrast, 353

speaker B demonstrated a negative contrast due to the tendency to emphasize the wrong 354

syllable (often the last one). The expected stressed syllable was on average 21-point shorter 355

and 11-point lower in F0, with no noticeable change in intensity (+3 points). This pattern 356

was also observed with other speakers scoring high or low in stress position. The former 357

group accentuated words primarily by increasing the F0, then intensity, with no significant 358

change in duration, while the latter group consistently increased the duration of unstressed 359

syllables, along with an F0 increase and no noticeable change in intensity. 360
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Figure 11. Mean centile value of prominence for expected
stressed (first circle) and reduced (second circle) syllables in
each dimension for speaker A and speaker B.

Speaker A Speaker B

Figure 12. Mean acoustic difference between expected
stressed and reduced syllables per speaker.

Figure 13. Mean centile value of prominence for each syllable of two- and three-syllable words for all speakers together. Regardless of
the expected prosodic shape, the last syllable appears to be prominent because of a longer duration.

For all speakers, regardless of their stress position score, the prominent syllable is 361

mainly characterized by a longer duration (increase of +20% and +32% for expected Oo 362

and oO shapes, and +23%, +18%, and +33% relative to the mean duration of unstressed 363

syllables for expected Ooo, oOo, and ooO shapes). The changes in F0 and intensity are 364

less pronounced, with increases of +6% and +8% in F0, and +2% and +10% in intensity for 365

expected Oo and oO shapes, respectively, and +1%, +6%, and -12% in F0, and +2%, +5%, 366

and +6% in intensity relative to the mean of unstressed syllables for expected Ooo, oOo, 367

and ooO shapes, respectively. 368

http://i3l.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/~coulangs/languages2023/SpeakerA__dec2022-004_013-020_SPEAKER_01_5.ogg
http://i3l.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/~coulangs/languages2023/SpeakerB__jan2023-301_019-086_SPEAKER_01_7.ogg
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The difference in the mean acoustic contrast between expected stressed and unstressed 369

syllables among the B1 and B2 proficiency groups is statistically significant (median at -7 370

for B1 and -3 for B2 speakers, with p<.0001), and strongly correlated with the proportion of 371

words with the expected stress position for both proficiency groups (R = .82, p < .0001, cf. 372

Figure 12). 373

6. Discussion 374

We analyzed the position of pauses and lexical stress, along with the degree of prosodic 375

contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables, in the spontaneous English speech of 376

176 French students at B1 and B2 speaking proficiency levels. As expected, B2 students 377

exhibited a significantly lower proportion of pauses within phrases (which are more likely 378

to impede the speech), while showing a higher absolute number of pauses between clauses 379

(which are more likely to aid in structuring it). The absence of a significant difference in 380

the proportion of inter-clause pauses might be attributed to the more complex syntax in 381

B2 speech, leading to an increased number of clause boundaries (significant difference at 382

p < .001 for both proportion and absolute number of clause boundaries). Interestingly, 383

the frequency of pauses within phrases varied considerably among speakers, irrespective 384

of their proficiency level. Additionally, both B1 and B2 students demonstrated a similar 385

distribution of pauses across the 15 most frequent parts-of-speech contexts, with slightly 386

fewer pauses observed for B2 students, even in contexts where pauses are expected to have 387

a positive structuring effect. 388

We used unsupervised clustering to group students on the basis of their pause fre- 389

quency in each context. This clustering approach revealed clusters comprising a mix of 390

B1 and B2 students, distinguished primarily by the overall frequency of pauses. Specif- 391

ically, students in cluster 2 exhibited substantially more pauses than those in cluster 1, 392

demonstrating a negative correlation between inter-clause and intra-phrase pauses. This 393

correlation was not evident among students in cluster 1, nor when considering all students 394

collectively or when comparing B1 and B2 groups. 395

Regarding lexical stress, our analysis showed that only 35.4% of the 6,350 polysyllabic 396

plain words in the corpus had stress placed on the expected syllable. There was a significant 397

range of variation among speakers, spanning from 0% to 68.4%. Notably, B2 students 398

achieved a significantly higher score (36%) in accurate stress placement compared with B1 399

students (29.6%). As expected, we observed a consistent pattern of stress predominantly 400

falling on the last syllable of words, irrespective of the expected prosodic shape and syllable 401

count. Furthermore, stress placement was significantly influenced by syllable duration, 402

with substantial variation in F0 and intensity principally among speakers demonstrating a 403

strong stress placement rate. 404

One main limitation of our current work is that we amalgamated the three prosodic 405

dimensions into a single global "observed shape" without weighting them, potentially 406

overlooking their varying contributions to prominence. Considering previous theories, like 407

Bolinger’s Pitch theory of accent (1958), which assigns a predominant role to F0 patterns 408

in determining stress position, it may be prudent to assign more weight to F0 than the 409

other dimensions. Nevertheless, duration also emerges as a significant feature, given 410

its characteristic variation among syllables in stress-timed languages like English (Grabe 411

and Low 2002). When considering F0 alone to determine stress position, approximately 412

42% of words had expected stress placement (36% for B1 speakers, 44% for B2 speakers). 413

Alternatively, using intensity alone increased this percentage to 45% (39% for B1, 48% for 414

B2). However, relying solely on duration resulted in a decrease to 30% (for both B1 and B2 415

speakers). 416

Another limitation concerns the extraction of prosodic features. Our current approach 417

involves recording F0 at syllable nuclei positions, but we did not consider its variation 418

within the vowel. Because stressed syllables typically show wide pitch movement, it would 419

be beneficial to explore additional measures such as minimum, maximum, mean, and 420

direction of F0 variation within the vowel segment. Moreover, to enhance accuracy, it 421
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would be more appropriate to consider only the vowel duration rather than the entire 422

syllable. Consonant presence, especially lengthening of final fricatives, could affect the 423

syllable duration. 424

Regarding the precision of automated annotations, one of the authors manually evalu- 425

ated 28 random files and 100 target words. The results indicated a correct word recognition 426

rate of 92%, 95% accuracy in their temporal alignment, and satisfactory syllable nuclei 427

detection and alignment for 87% of the words. While evaluating whether prosodic shapes 428

aligned with actual stress perception, an 80% precision rate was achieved. However, the 429

subjective nature of this task suggests that multiple raters should assess prosodic shapes 430

to ensure robustness. It seems that WhisperX word alignment tends to trim the edges of 431

words, resulting in shortened initial and final syllables (or often missing the first syllable 432

nucleus, excluding the word from the analysis). To improve the precision of the stress 433

detection system, we plan to implement the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al. 434

2017), whose word boundaries more accurately encompass initial and final consonants. 435

Moreover, its phoneme-level alignment will enable to extract prosodic features within the 436

vowel segments, along with syllable nuclei detection to guarantee better results. 437

7. Conclusion 438

This paper introduced an automated pipeline to analyze pause positions, lexical stress 439

placement, and quality in spontaneous English speech, presenting a comprehensive com- 440

parison of results obtained from French B1 and B2 proficiency speakers. The pipeline 441

showed potential for enhancing stress placement estimation accuracy. Moreover, it suc- 442

cessfully measures pause quantities between clauses and within phrases, along with the 443

proportion of polysyllabic plain words with expected stress position. It also evaluates the 444

prosodic contrast degree between stressed and unstressed syllables across three prosodic 445

dimensions: F0, intensity, and duration. 446

The focus on pause positions and stress parameters stems from their theoretical impact 447

on the listener’s ease of comprehending the speaker. Our next research step involves 448

investigating the actual relationship between perceived effort to understand and the pres- 449

ence/absence of pauses at specific positions, the expected/unexpected placement of lexical 450

stress, and the high/low prosodic contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables. To 451

accomplish this, we plan to recruit approximately 50 native English listeners and use a 452

button-clicking signal to indicate instances where they perceive a particular effort in under- 453

standing the speaker while listening to selected recordings. These recordings will include 454

extreme speakers representing different parameters, and the pipeline will facilitate a precise 455

examination of the co-occurrence of targeted phenomena and perceived effort signals. Our 456

test protocol is inspired by de Kok (2013) and shares similarities with the approach used by 457

Nagle et al. (2019), although in our case, it will involve unidirectional and non-incremental 458

judgment. 459

If a noticeable correlation is observed between comprehensibility and pause and lexical 460

stress patterns, the processing pipeline will be modified to enable individual learners to 461

record themselves through a web application and receive immediate feedback about their 462

speech rhythm performance. This feedback will indicate which pause or stress patterns 463

might affect the ease or difficulty of understanding their speech. 464
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